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ON THE REGULARITY OF WEAK SOLUTIONS TO VARIATIONAL EQUATIONS 
AND INEQUALITIES FOR NONLINEAR SECOND ORDER ELLIPTIC SYSTEMS 
J. Neбas, Praha 
The history of the solution of the 19th Hilberťs problem, i.e. 
in fact of the pгoblem of гegularity, is descгibed in the book by 
O.A. Ladyženskaja, N.N. Uгalceva [l] and in the papeг by CłuB* 
Moгrey [2]• The weak~solution is a vectoг function fгom the Sobolev 
1 2 
space W * (П) satisfying the equations in the sense of distгibu-
tions and it is гegular if it belongs to C (£1) (interior regu-
larity) or C (íi) (гegularity up to the boundaryK 
The pгoblem of the гegularity for the dimension n=2 was solveđ 
very soon (1937) by CrwB. Morrey [3], also for systems. The geneгa-
lization of this гesult foг higher dimensions, but only for a single 
second-order equation, was done by Eo De Giorgi [4] in 1957 and his 
method, based in fact on the maximum pгinciple, was further develo-
ped by several authoгs, see J. Moser [5], G. Stampacchia [б], the 
book [l] and others. 





, satisfying the system 





(D) and if, for example, u = u on ~d Q , where 
u e [w ' ( . Q ) ] m is a prescribed function, then the existence of a 
weak solution as well as its uniqueness can be proved relatively 
easily, see for example the book by J»L« Lions [7], under the stan­
dard assumptions: 
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provided that the derivatives of a? in (2), (3) satisfy the Cara-
theodory condition. 
Instead of equations, we can study inequalities, if for example 
on ^Q (or on some part of'ZQ) a unilateral condition of 
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Signorini's type 
(5) b r gu s - y r , r=l,2,...,k - m, 
is given. Writing 
(6) K ^ v C ^ Q l f l ^ - ^ o n 3 Q ) » 
we look for ueK such that, VvCK, 
(7) j a [ ( x , u , V u ) ( 2 - i - 2 ^ ) dx * / f r ( v r - u r ) dx. 
il -a 
For the existence and other questions, see [7"). The conditions 
(2) and (3) guarantee the first step to the interior^regularity, 
ioe., the proof of the inclusion u G [w2,2(Q »)] m, Q.'cQ 0 if 
il = .Q, we get the first step to the regularity up to the boun-
dary. For the idea of the proof of this step, see also [7]. If, for 
simplicity, we restrict ourselves in the following to the case 
a?(x,u,Vu)=a.T( V u ) , aQ=0, then we can immediately see that this 
first step leeds to an equation in variations obtained through in-
tegration by parts of the equation 
(8) JaJCVu) ^ £ n dx =Jfr(fr dx, <fv G c3 (£1); 
-n. SL 
if we denote by u* some derivative, then we get from (8), substi-
tuting here CPl : 
* v 3ct: f«ГS " U S * 7 Г -. _ ( « 1 ,ñ , 
J aij TЗГ T 5 - đ x - j f r Г r đx> (9) J 




1J * u 
s 
rs only measurable, bounded coefficients a... 
Let us mention the known fact that once being u£|C (C1)J m, we 
get arbitrary higher regularity of the solution, provided that the 
coefficients and right-hand sides are regular enough. 
The significance of the problem of regularity is underlined by 
the fact . that the regularity up to the boundary, provided that the 
coefficients are analytic, implies that in the potential case the 
set of critical values is a sequence, tending to zero, see So FuSik, 
J. NeSas, J. SouSek, V. SouSek [8]o Also the Newton's type methods 
are convergent only in the space of regular solutions. 
.For more general systems than discussed in the paper [2], J. 
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Stara* proved the regularity in [?"] , also for r=2, using the method 
of the papers by J. NeSas [lOj, [ll] concerning higher order single 
equations. 
E. Giusti, M. Miranda constructed in the paper [l2J , for n-3, 
a regular functional, whose critical point is u = ".. • This functio-
nal is continuous on [W ' (£1 )J , but not differentiable. In the 
same work, a system with coefficients a. = A~^(u) ^ ^ , s = 
J 
=l,2,..o,n, is constructed with the ellipticity condition 
(ю) A Ï Һ Һ S * * ^ 1 2 
and the same solution "•. • Some variations of this type of example 
can be found in the paper by S.A. ArakSejev [13]• 
Let us start with a more detailed description of the results 
of the paper by J. Ne5as [l4J with small complements. 
The easiest example of a fourth order system with a non-regular 
solution is 
(11) A
2 u . + \ ~ v \ v [Au.Au.AuJ = 0, 
x (n+l)2(n-2) ^ x j ^ x k x J k 
provided that this system is defined on the set of u's such that 
A u ^ A u ^ - (n+1) • The solution of this system is u.=x^lx I and the 
corresponding conditions (3), (4) are satisfied for n ̂  6. 
K being the unit ball lxl<l, let us consider the system (in 
the weak formulation), 
(12) (-2?u2l±iáx + A, í 1^2í±L dx + 
k K * * 
K K 
( ^ uv. If u ,. "d u^ , ^ (J . . 
^i/--^--?-r^--^-}-*-<». 
i,j=l,2,... n, where A,^ = 2 ( n7^ 1T 9 n for n - 5, 
^ 2 ( ^ 1 ^ for 3 * n ^ 4 , \ = ^Xf^\ n2, 
3 n X " (n-l)4(n+l)2 
l+^(n-l) " 
A* A " - - 2 — * — and ^ 0 is large enough. If we put u. . 
4 i n - l ) 2 2 *' 
X-X 
Txl ~ n^io'"'' *"~" ~ii~v "**- -ij 
ficients of (12) are defined only for such " f £«*" where 
= ---------- ^ 0 . ^ ^ 1 x 1 , then ui;i=0 and u.j. satisfy (12). The coef-
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*du,,- ^U . . 2 -, r 0 
-sr^ -—4i - ( S-=i + (5 ) 2 , cf > 0 and small enough. 
For n - 5, we have (3) and (4), for 3 - n - 4, we have (4)< 
If we replace the nonlinear term in (12) by 
K 
(£ + «b cb)-l y i,l d x 
with £ > 0 small enough, we get the same result with coefficients 
defined everywhere. 
If we consider the functional of the total potential energy in 
finite elasticity under the incompressibility constraint then there 
exists a universal, isotropic body, see C* Truesdell [l6J, and its 
deformation from the so-called 5th class, a critical point of the 
functional under the constraint, which is not regular• But the set 
of irregular points is a segment, so it is not possible to get in 
this way immediately an example of an irregular solution without a 
constraint because the Hausdorff measure of irregular points must be 
less than 1, see E. Giusti [l7j • 
The example (12), (13) is a vector function ,x,f(|f|) a n d "the 
functions f. ( i ) are not linear in ( • If we write such an exam-
ple in polar coordinates r, v,, v o**0* ^n-l* 0 < r < £ , 0 < &. < 
< % i j=l,2,..*,n-2, 0 < ^nmml< 2St , putting 
(14) x-, = r cos v-p x2 = r sin ^ cos 
- r sin 1/Ҷ s i n ^ • • • sin ÌГ^ 0 cos ^ -,. 1 2 n-2 n-ľ 
r sinv. s inv 0 ••• sin ir_ 0 sin lr ± 2 n—2 i n-ľ 
/-cч -v ,
r
 _ Ъ V 1 Ъ V _ ̂  ,
r
 1 ^ V _. -> , 
U5) v-тғ* ?тл-^ v » 7—ÏГ—2-^Ï 
1 
r s in iL^*« . sin ^nf_2 ** ̂ n-1 
= э nv, 
we first get ^.v = a. . y , where a- . is an orthonormal mat-




 T^V V-ilHT^T^ 2» n 
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1 2 
We introduce the space W ' (S), S being the unit sphere, as the 
closure of infinitely differentiable functions in the norm 
(17) (/ [f
2
 + ̂  f T., f] dS)
1 / 2 
S 
where the indices with primes are summed from 2 up to n. Starting 
from the system (8), we get for f another system on the unit sphe­
re 
(18) J [ - ( n + l U ^ ^ f , 5f)f r + A^,(^,f, 3f) 3 j , f r ] dS = 0, 
S 
where f ,f e [w 1 , 2 (S)J m . 





3 3 j ' f s 
-e, 
2к (2°> T n r ^ f H i ^ í H S ' oб > 0. 
Let J be the kernel of (18), i.e., the set of all the solutions 
from [ w
1 | 2
( S ) ]
m
. We introduce J
Q
C J, the trivial subset of J, 
consisting of the linear combinations of the coordinate functions 
cos i l 1,, sin TT-. cos ̂  ••• siniK sin v
 2






 ̂ n-l° 
Let us consider a weak solution to the system (K^ = f \ x \ £ £ \ ) 
(21) J a[(Vu) -^Z dx = 0. 
Ke i 
We easily get 
Theorem 1. The necessary condition for the regularity of every 
weak solution to (21) is J = JQ# 
Proof^ Let us suppose the contrary and let us take. f£J\J Q« 






(0) = lim .-5-J- (x) = lim[k,,(^)f(/) +
 a
. , (if) 3 .,,*_(>)] = 
r*0
 ů i r->0 X 1 r J » - J 
(x); hence u (x) is a linear function and, therefore, 
f e j Q , which is impossible, q.e.d. 
So the study of the kernel J leads to the construction of an 
irregular solution in 3 and 4 dimensions© If J = J Q, we can hope 
that this condition is sufficient for the regularity of every weak 
solution of this equation. 
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Let us consider some sufficient conditions for the regularity 
in 3 dimensions in more detail. We refer to the papers [14] and [l5J• 
Let us consider the Euler equation 
(22) / - ^ (7„) - ^ dx - J 4-^dx, 
D. 2 j I * Xi i x * xi 
where the Lagrangian F(| ) is defined and continuous together with 
its 4 derivatives in the cube K Q = { l\ I |l? - a} • Let ^-Q. be 
smooth enough, let f?e W2'2(._Q), u J e W 3 , 2 ( D ) , and let us look 
for a solution u of (22) such that uG [w 3 , 2(Q)] m, u = u° on 
3_Q, II u II., ̂  = max ( max I , v
r- (x) I )< a. We shall suppose the 
i j ^ r,i xe^ ' ^ x i ' 
ellipticity condition 
(23) "> 2 F TjfţfjЧ^ЙЗ-0!1^ c i > 0 
and the regularity condition 
3
1 




(25) . f r . l ^ ž . i : ' ^ ^ ^ : - ^ «i?>4-
Theorem 2. (A priori estimate.) Let (23), (24) be satisfied. If 
u is the solution in question, then 
(26) U»ll3|2-
 c ( 1 + l|f " 2 , 2 + Il«0ll3,2>. 
For the h a l f space R̂  we get 
Theorem 3> Let Q =~Rt, u° = 0 , l e t ( 2 3 ) , (24) be s a t i s f i e d . 
Then 
(27) l l u l l 3 , 2 " c ( l l f "2,2 + H-*HI,2> 
(Hul l / „ - = ( / H (D*u)2 dx ) 1 / 2 ) . 
k ' 2 {+ l-Sotfik 
R3 
Main_idea_of_the_Eroof£> Let ' be the d e r i v a t i v e 
We have 
' ð x ^ э x 2 
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ti ___ и 1281 k^^i^n^* 
+ [ ^
3 F ^u_ -*u. *r_ . - _ + T 
+ J — — TT dx = I-, + I
0
. 
Substituting the function u for (i> in (28), we get 















 - T j r-= TT
 r t
 _ r v dxo 
2 3
E
^ ^f_3|3^_3/J --i ̂  3x_ -x, 
Through integration by parts, we obtain V vG«2)(R-,) 5 
(30) J ( v » )
4
 dx - 9 max [v(x)]
 2
 . J (v") 2 dx. 
From (28) - (30) we obtain 
XÊR-L 
(3D (c_ - 3 T a2) II u" II _ _ •? II f II _ _ . 
(29) , (30) imply also 
(32) J ____ ( - i ^ )4 dx ̂  - - L - - llf II 2 - . 
P+ r , i ^ x i (c_-3Ta2)2 2 » 2 




_2ғ ъ\ _ Ц 
 
) 
^ í - ^ í î ^ i ^ j " • » • _ • 
r = 1 ,2 , • • • m, 
^ x . * x i 
we get from (32) and (33) 
(34) H u l l 2 > 4 - c-c"
1 [ C _ - 3 T a
2 ] - 1 / 2 [ l l f I ) 1 ' 2 + l l f l l _ f _ ] . 
Differentiating (33) first with respect to x, and x2, we get 
(35) liu'llg 2 - c3c^
2 [ c 1 -3Ta
2 ]" 1 ( II f II 2 2 + II f II \ 2 ) . 
Finally, differentiating (33) with respect to x-,, we get (27) 
q.e.d. 
The existence and uniqueness of a solution path, i.e©, of u 
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from C([o,tcp] , [w
3,2(Q)J m ) , can be easily proved by the impli-
cit function theorem and (26), provided that f?EC([o,T], W 2 , 2(Q.)), 
U ° € C ( [ O , T ] , W 3' 2(Q)), see [14] and [15] • t - T and is maximal, 
i.e., if t _< T, then max ( max -r=--~ (x)) = a* 
cr r,i xea *xi 
The papers [3], [9], [lo] , [ll] and the papers by J. NeSas [l8], 
Jo Kadlec, J. NeSas jl9] contain, in fact, estimates of the condition 
number, i.e. the estimate 
(36) - ì > h(n) 2 0, 
c2 
9 




where, for simplicity, we suppose a?^ = â lf. In all the mentioned 
papers, h(n) is not evaluated, each time only h(2) = 0 . A pre-
cise evaluation is done by A.I. KoSelev, see [20J, where for systems 
a generalization of H.O. Cordes's condition is given, see [21J • Ko-
Selev's condition implies that the weak solution belongs to 
[c(0),/-v (J5j]n- which follows also from the fact that the weak so-
lution belongs to f\[w ,p(fl)]m, provided that some asymptote 
type conditions are valid for the functions a?( i ), see Jo 
NeSas [22]. 
We shall sketch the proof of 
Theorem 4» Let 
(38) -±> 
c2 
Then the weak solution u to the equation 
Vi + (n-2) 2 n-1 - 1 
V. + (n-2) 2 n-1 + 1 
dx (39) / 8^(Vu)--^dx = / ff 
n. x si x 
lies in [c(1)'<^(ft )Jm, provided that f f e w 1 ' ^ ) , p>n, and 
- . . -3". I ^S. --
P - - " $• We have for H'c Q : 
u o ) , , t t V ^ < a , a " á o ( Q , ) D l ř l , 1 » p + l t t " i ,2-» 
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n 2 3 4 5 
c l . 
c2 
0 0,101 0,209 0,286 
(41) 
Lemma 1. Let u£I1'2(K£)Пc
ÍO),t(к£) be the solution of 
*«i - Л u = -
^ x i 
Let n - 2 < A < n - 2 + 2>^. Then 
(42) J ÌҺІҺ*'****+*>*+ *&£>• 
ú g^g^г dx + c 3 э i ° i dx + 
+ c з / Tx-" l t đ x + c 3 | u ( 0 ) | 2 ] ' 
V 1 1 
where o6(^i) —-> 1 as X —> (n-2). 
Proof. Put v(x) = (u(x)-u(O)) y (x), y e i ( K £ ) , Y(x) = 1 
for |xl - | , 0 - y - 1. We have 
<«> / T x 7 7 x 7 * < - / h i 4 t d x ' 
n n 
with 
(44) [ / h - h - d ^ r ^ ) dx] 1 / 2 - [ / g^iT* dx] 1 / 2 + 
Rn K£ 
+ c4 [ / «i«i d x ] 1 / 2 « 
Ka 
In polar coordinates (employing our notation) we get for v; 
CMS O O 
( 4 5 ) / J ^iV^ifr^dr dS = J J ^ if r11"1 dr dS, 
O S O S 
where mi =
 a i j h j« Putting p> = p - (n-3), p = x> + iy, x = 
= - J L i - (n-2)J , yCR-,, x<x»<0, x ^ - jf , ^ = w(^ ) r p ' ~ 1 , 
w €. £ (S) and denoting by 
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(46) V(p,iT-) s Jr^\(r9^) dr, M^p ,^ ) s Jr
pm±(r9^) dr, 
0 0 
Mell in ' s transforms of v and mi, we obtain from (45) 
(47) / [-p(p>-l)Vw + 3 i ,V ^ i , w ] dS = J [M-^p'-Dw + Mi, ̂ , w ] dS. 
Let us decompose W1,2(S) = W-̂  + W2, Wx = |const} , let V = Vx + 
1 2 + V2, M =- M-̂  + M-̂  be orthogonal decompositions, the latter in L2(S) 
Put w = 2L V- in (47). We obtain 
p>-l X 
(48) J I p l 2 ^ ! 2 dS * J I Mil2 dS. 
S S 
Put w = V2. Because we have 
(49) (n-1) J |w|2 dS - J 2±, w \ , w dS, 
S S 
for w from W2 we get in v i r tue of (48): 
(50) J [ l p l 2 l v l 2 + ^ i , V 3 i , v ] d S * 
[i + - £ f £ - 2«. s=fl / MiMi as. 
Parseval's identit ies 
O o c-o 
(51) 2 V / D P 1 2 I V I 2 + ^ ^ v l - . v l d y - / O ^ ^ v ) ^ ' ^ " 1 dr, 
0 
o-o C*-> 
--i- /i-iiii ay-Jm im ip- '
, ' , + n- 1ap, 
0 
_ CM=> V 
together with (50) imply the result, q.e.d. 
Lemma 2. Let v€[w ' (Ka)]
m be a weak solution to the linear 
system 
LJ ЭX, -ЗX, _ . 
K£
 x J Ke
 x 
a_S = a3Í€L«,(Ka), 
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<"> C l l j l 2 * a _ 1 f i . _ - C 2 ' f ' 5 
Let X be chosen such that (see Lemma 1) 
(54) - Ţ - > 




*d V_ ^ V i 
^ x f ^ x f l x - x o ' d x " 
x O f c K - / 2 K̂  x 1 
" °3 [ > A / h i h i l x - x 0 r ^ d x + / ^7 isf H • 
L x O G K . K£ Kfc
 x x J 
r rs Proof. Smoothing h. and a. • by a positive mollifier, we can 
—••——•» I i j 
suppose ve [C (Kg)Jm» Let us remark that (53) remains true after 
mollifying. Put y = n . _ • Using the equation (where K(xnl <£ ) = 
= lx-xj<cf) ' C-+C2 ° 
<5б> J _ — І ̂
 đx = J £ < lГxf - Г
a
i *xţ > • 
K(xQ,f)
 x x K(x0,|) - J 
*?r í r *?r 
õxŕđx + í J £ 4 ̂ f ox 
1 W „ fc\ 1 
and the relation 
/ 
Э V т.в ^ V__ ^ Vv. -«__ "д V 
T» T » Q Q _ „ " T» T»Q w (57) J ( -гт- - Г a 1 — - . ) ( - — - - - r a —-Ł ) . 
K-ÍXQÍ^ 
e 3 X i " ( T
a i j ^ x j ^ x i " (T a i j ^ x j 
J) _. c o ~ c i o f ^ V^ 1 V.„ , J 
• x-x0 ~ ^ d x - < _f+c7 >2 J f ^ ^ x 7 l
x - x o l " ^ ^ 2 X K(xQ,f)
 l l 
we get the result (if we let the mollifier's parameter converge to 
zero),, taking into account that , V <T > 0, 
(58) vr(x0)vr(x0) - <T sup J 
x0CK| _(x$f?) 
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^ V ^ ^ V ^ л r Г ^ V 'Эv 
1 1 -/• 1 1 
see for example J. NeSas [23] , q.e.d. 
Theorem 4 can be proved by the standard method, starting from 
the equations (9) in variations, using Lemmas 1 and 2, and finally 
the standard results for the regularity of the weak solution to the 
linear systems with Holder-continuous coefficients, see for example 
S» Agmon, A. Douglis, L. Nirenberg [24]• 
We conclude bur explanation with a regularity theorem for systems 
of variational inequalities and Signorini's type unilateral conditi­
ons, see G. Fichera [25], J. NeSas [26], J. Frehse [28], [29] • 
Let -Q. be a domain with the Lipschitz boundary ~bQ- , let 
" C ^ Q be a part of "3Q. smooth enough. We suppose on P 




 r = i'2'*" k ~ m> 
with b , y regular enough. Let ~b\l = r •, U Tp U T, where 
T-, , r?, T
 a r e



























. Let the rank of 
b
p s
(x) = k. Put 
(60) K = {v|v = u°
 o n Гl> V s - T r ' г - 1,2,... k o n Г j 
We suppose that uQ€K and we look for uCK such that, for 
V*vCK, we have 
( 6 1 ) j ^(Vu)( 2 i - 1 ^ ) + / u r (v r -u r ) dx * 
- J f r (v r -u r ) dx + J g r(v r-u r) dS. 
a r2ur 
We can answer the regularity question by the penalty method. We put 
(62) (/i (u),v) = - J (brsug-Yr)"brtvt dS 
r 
and look for the solutions u of the equations with penalty. 
By a standard difference method, see [26] in detail, we get 
Theorem 5. Let F = FCU(F) n Q C F*C F * c Q u P , where U(F) is 
a neighbourhood of F. Under our assumptions, provided that 
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u1e[w3»2(F«)]m , g e b - ' ^ r ) ] 1 1 1 , we obtain 
(63) liu^ILp ? __ -• c(F) [ l + l | u
£ |L , 2 + llf || 
[w2 '2(F)]m [w-»2(a)]m [L2(X2)]
m 
l t 1 O ^ -, m + 4 U ll r 1 O T m-1 • 
[w-'2( Г ) ] m [w 3 ' 2 (ғ*)] m 
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